State of Oregon Firework Chart / Legal Fireworks

Includes fountains, spinners and wheels. Available for purchase at retail fireworks outlets.

Photo source: WA SFM Fireworks Guide Book
Any firework that flies into the air, explodes or behaves in an uncontrollable and unpredictable manner. Warning label may say “shoots flaming balls.” **Oregon law violated / ORS 480.120** | **Charge / Class B Misdemeanor**

The items below are considered **illegal explosive devices** and should **only** be handled by a bomb technician.

- Fire Crackers
- Bottle Rockets
- Roman Candle
- Aerial Shell with Mortar
- Missiles, Rocket
- Silver Salutes
- Cherry Bomb
- M-80’s

Contact OSFM or the OSP Bomb Squad for pick-up and destruction of illegal fireworks/explosives.

**Anita Phillips** | License & Permits Manager & Assist. Chief Deputy | **503-934-8264**